
New Butterflies Pack: Spring Vibes for Your Photos
March 5, 2024 — AKVIS is happy to announce the release of the brand new Butterflies Pack! This stunning
collection includes 100 high-quality frame templates created by professional artists exclusively for the AKVIS
software.

Welcome spring with a new heart-warming collection of frames by AKVIS! The Butterflies Pack contains 100
adorable picture frames of high quality, 50 horizontal and 50 vertical templates filled with the charm and
captivating beauty of butterflies.

Butterflies bring to mind beautiful images of enchanted summer meadows, blooming gardens, and carefree
fun under sunny skies. Dancing gracefully between the flowers, these small and delicate creatures enhance
the surrounding landscape and inspire admiration for the unique beauty of their multicolored wings adorned
with intricate patterns. Butterflies often symbolize hope, freedom, transformation and new beginnings, and
bring you joy and happiness when you see them.

Often portrayed as the essence of nature, butterflies are an endless source of inspiration and a popular
motif in design and art. You can easily add bright and cheerful butterflies to your images with the new
Butterflies frame collection! Monarch, Blue Morpho, Julia, Painted Lady, Orange Sulfur, and many other lovely
butterflies drawn in different styles will add a touch of grace to any photo or artwork. Embrace the beauty
of nature with the Butterflies Pack!

With the release of the new frame collection, AKVIS' portfolio has expanded and now includes 80 themed
frame  packs  in  the  Hobbies  &  Interests,  Styles  &  Trends,   Holidays  &  Events,  Seasons,  Countries,
and Family  categories.

The  frame  packs  can  be  used  with  the AKVIS  Frames program  (available  for  free)  and  with AKVIS
ArtSuite (standalone version) on Windows 7-11 (32/64-bit), macOS 10.12-14.0 (64-bit), and Linux OS (64-bit).

The  new Butterflies  Pack sells  for  $19.  All  80  themed  frame  packs  by  AKVIS  are  available  in  the
discounted bundle for $380, an average of $4.75 per pack.

Visit akvis.com to learn more about the AKVIS products.

 

AKVIS (akvis.com) specializes in the development of photo & video processing software. Since the company's
launch in 2004, it has released a wide selection of successful multi-platform products. The company always
keeps up with the times,  updates its products with cutting-edge technologies,  and launches innovative,
inspiring products.
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